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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
We are firmly entrenched in the middle of yet another long cold winter, is it just me or are the winters
getting colder and wetter? So much for global warming! In years gone by I can’t remember really
wearing a jumper. This year I have purchased 4 jackets! As for fishing, like most, it’s been nonexistent. Previous plans to do more trout fishing, chasing thumper bream and blackfish have fallen by
the wayside. Work commitments and fluctuating poor weather has started taking its toll on my time
which is ultimately affecting my fishing. One positive this winter was I got to fulfill one of my fishing
goals which was to spent a weekend trout fishing in a traditional cool climate with some good mates.
Many thanks to Garnet and Ashley - we had a great time and have become pioneers of the very first
Bass Sydney winter trout weekend. Look forward to many more to come.
Some positives of the hiatuses are it certainly makes you more hungry for the bass season to start. By
the end of the season I am a bit ragged and worn out. Come September its go, go, go! And before you
know it, its Christmas time and the year is over.
I have been spending the cool days updating my lure collection. Out with the old in with the new; or
should I say in with the old. Its back to the future as far as CG is concerned. I have since removed
many fancied lures that just haven’t produced and replaced them with solid, consistent performers like
the Arbogast “Jitterbugs“. As far as plastics are concerned, traditional colours will make up the bulk of
my tackle bag as will small Betts spinners. Last season I felt I wasted too much time chasing my tail
trying to reinvent the wheel. I hear ya Chris! I just bought 5 Rebel Crickhoppers in anticipation of the next
couple of bass seasons and I’ve reorganized my tackle boxes several times! But its part of our sport to also
experiment with new techniques & tackle even though we know we can catch just as many fish with a handful of
the ol’ faithfuls! I know I’ll be experimenting with some different surface plastics next season…
The Ed

I have to thank many of the Bass Sydney members who have been volunteering their free time working
on a range of projects, attending meetings and seminars. I know we have had members braving the cold
to remove Lantana along the banks of the Grose River in the high altitudes of the Blue Mountains
National Park. To all those guys who have been involved in all the various days, a big “thank you!”
Looking forward to some warm weather. Tight lines!
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Finesse to success
Chris has put pen to paper (figuratively, in this digital age) and has put together a “Master Class” on a softer
approach to bassin’. Thanks Chris!
The Ed

For too long now bass have been seen as an ultra-aggressive predator that throws caution to the wind to
attack any offering. However, switched on anglers for years have known that to catch bass consistently
you have to be prepared to use a refined approach. The vast majority of the time they are a timid fish
holed up in thick cover. Trying to tempt such fish to strike a lure, and extract them from their snaggy
homes is what separates the men from the boys.
The bass angling landscape has changed over the years, in days gone by the accepted way to fish for
bass was with a baitcaster. Nowadays, threadline rods and reels are commonplace amongst bass
anglers. This is due to the fact you can cast them accurately and throw smaller, lighter lures with ease.
When teamed with fine diameter gel spun line and fluorocarbon leaders you have a deadly way to fish.
Armed with the new breed of light spin sticks, anglers have never had it so good in terms of the range
of lures that can be thrown. In the past anglers using baitcasters found it difficult to get good
presentations out of light lures. Therefore they would use larger, heavier lures. Whilst these lures
obviously caught fish, they certainly missed a lot of opportunities to capture fish when conditions were
tough.
On days when the fish aren’t cooperating you need to be able to use a more delicate approach. This is
particularly true on hard fished waters where fish have seen countless lures.
“Finesse surface fishing!?” To some people this may sound like a contradiction as surface fishing is
supposed to be a fast paced crash and bash affair. The reality is that surface fishing is more than just
hoping a fish will hit your lure. By applying a little subtlety and finesse you can increase your catch
rate exponentially.
Without a doubt the most exciting fishing you will ever do is catching fish on the surface. Nothing can
compare to the heart stopping crash of a mighty Australian bass slamming a lure. The nature of
surface lures available nowadays is wide and varied. Each designed to replicate different things and to
produce a different action. I have to admit my purchases of surface lures over the last few years has
got out of hand to the point where I have had to get a second job to support this habit. However the
results speak for themselves and I am able to carry many different styles of surface lures to stimulate a
fish into striking. These include paddlers, poppers, fizzers, and walk the dog style stick baits, as well
as many variations on each. Surface lures have come a long way from the ever reliable Jitterbugs
through to well-made hi-tech Japanese offerings.
The advantage of carrying an array of surface lures is that you are able to match the hatch more
successfully. For too long now it has been accepted that you tie on a big surface lure and retrieve it
across the top, if nothing struck your lure than they just weren’t interested in top water lures. For
anglers wanting to increase their catch on the surface they need to change the way they think. It is
important to make educated assessments of what’s happening. If there is a multitude of cicadas
making a racket than choose a small cicada imitation or little fizzer. If you have spotted schools of
mullet, utilize a walk-the-dog style of lure. Constantly think and assess what is happening. Just as
important as lure choice, is the way you work your lure. To get the best out of your surface lure, you
need to use your rod. Forget about winding your reel handle to impart action, its all in the rod. My
preferred way to jerk the lure is by imparting a downward action of the rod and picking up the slack
line and bouncing the rod tip on the taught line. With a little bit of practice you can make your lure
move in little increments. In a canoe or kayak, you may need to use a high stick action so use the same
method except raise your rod in the air. What this action does is it makes your lure behave in a way
that a fallen insect does on the water. If you watch an insect on the water, you will notice they stay in
the same spot for some time before making little pulses in the one direction. Tweaking the lure with
rod action better imitates this. By constantly winding your lure you’re not going to get the same results
and your strikes are generally going to be reactionary. I learned this lesson the hard way as a few
seasons ago myself and a few other guys were in the middle of a red hot session. Fish were coming of
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every cast and it was a magic evening. After constantly catching and releasing fish. I was going
through a quiet period that seemed to go on forever. The rest of the guys had no dramas catching fish.
I was becoming increasingly frustrated. So I took some time out to observe what the others were
doing. They were making long casts and letting the lure sit on top of the water before making short
sharp jabs of their rod tips. Fish were exploding all over their lures right on the pause. They were
fishing completely opposite to the way I was. With renewed vigour I returned to have another go.
After allowing my lure to sit motionless for a few moments, I twitched my rod downward and focused
on picking up the slack by retrieving and working my lure by jerking the rod. Whilst I was
preoccupied by this, a fish jumped all over my lure and the drag signalled a good fish. From this day
on I have learnt how important the art of manipulating lures is.
Line and Leaders - By reducing your line size and leader size you are able to get the maximum amount
of finesse out of your presentations. However when you fish for bass you need to understand that there
has to be a sensible limit to going thin. Fishing too light will result in losing a lot of gear. This is
because of the environment in which bass live, you have to be prepared to put some muscle into
extracting fish, which in turn puts a lot of pressure on your knots and line. With the advent of braided
lines we are able to fish smaller line diameters than we ever could with mono. The problem is that we
need to use a leader which generally will be thicker than the main line. This causes a couple of issues,
the first being that often the fine line can cut through your leader under pressure. An example of this
happened to me last season. I was in the process of stabbing my rod tip quite firmly to cause my “Zara
Puppy” to dance tantalizingly like a wounded bait fish when right at the penultimate moment, a fish
struck my lure simultaneously with me jerking the lure on the taut line. The result left me minus a
leader and lure. Frustrated I began examining where the root of the problem lay. The main line had
cut right through the leader. At the time I was using 2lb crystal fire line and 8lb fluorocarbon leader, a
rig that had worked well in the past jigging for bass over weed beds. This was a different style of
fishing that demanded more from my equipment. So nowadays I feel more confident with mainline
from 6-10lbs with a leader of between 8-12lbs. I feel this is strong enough the handle most situations
without hampering your presentation. It is equally important that it doesn’t make a loud splash. If I
am throwing a hard body lure I like the lure to land with a soft plop that resembles that of a fallen
insect. It is certainly worth practicing and is a very overlooked aspect of lurecasting. It is rewarding
when your lure is slurped of the top layer moments after it lands. When this starts to happen on a
regular basis it means you are getting your lure to land just right. For metallic lures such as
spinnerbaits and jig spinners, it is just as important to have them land as gently as possible. Such lures
can be heavier than a hard body and therefore will hit the water with an audible splash before beginning
to fall. Care must be taken to ensure that you get your lure to slice through the water gently. I like to
use the example of an Olympic high diver making the least amount of splash as possible. This is
important for two reasons. Obviously you don’t want to be making a lot of noise spooking a near by
fish that may be present, as a scared fish isn’t about to eat a lure. The other reason for this is you are in
a better position to monitor takes on the drop. Quite often a fish may hit a lure whilst it is fluttering
through the water column. These hits can be very faint so therefore you need to be able to land your
lure with precision and feather the line with your hand. If you are able to do this you are in a better
position to strike if a fish does pick up your lure.
Overall to get the best out of your fishing, you need to have a meticulous attitude and keep an open
mind. Ultimately time out on the water experimenting and fishing with different people as well as
persistence will help you catch fish.
Chris Ghosn
BASSIN’ IN BETWEEN
Your former Editor Milton continues to contribute with a reflective piece and his take on the now famous Manning R trip last
November. He reminds us of the bittersweet joys of exploring rivers & streams, fundamental to our love of pursuing wild
bass...whether or not you catch anything! I wish I was there!
The Ed

As the Manning and William Rivers Bass Catches were a week apart and in the same general direction
Allan Izzard suggested we take the week off between and fit in some casual Bassin’ and maybe some
drinkin’ and of course lots of paddlin’. Good thinkin’ I thought.
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We didn’t need much convincing so Chris, Garnet, Gordon and myself signed on with Al. Gordon had
come down from Queensland to catch up, sink a few cans and maybe catch a Bass or two.
We fished the Manning on Saturday as reported in the April Battler, but rather than fish the Manning
again on Sunday, elected to relocate to Poleys Place on the Barrington River. The Barrington runs into
the Gloucester River not far from Gloucester and the Gloucester joins the Manning, so we figured there
could be a Bass or two there and it would be new territory for us all.
For those not familiar, Gloucester is the gateway to Barrington Tops and Woko national parks. The
area is very picturesque with high rolling hills and huge solid rock escapements shooting straight up
west of town. You can take Thunderbolts Way up through Nowendoc to Armidale or you can cut across
the Northern part of the Barrington Tops National park to Scone. Both fantastic trips if you have the
time.
Poleys place is a small working cattle property not far out of the neat little town of Barrington. There is
hut, lodge and bunkhouse accommodation, and lots of camping sites many of which are on the river.
It’s a bit rough and ready, but the two male showers were hot and we managed even though there were
a few large groups there until the Monday. Once they all left we had the place to ourselves.
Arriving Sunday lunchtime was a good move as all the
weekenders were packing up, pretty much leaving the river
camp sites for us. After lunch we set up next to a camp shelter
with benches and a sink. In the afternoon it was time to
explore some of the launch sites further upstream with the view
to fishing there over the next two days. We did drive well up
river, but the river is more suited to white water kayakers with
big drop offs and lots of adrenalin rush. We’ll pass thank you.
THE CAMP

So on Monday morning we launched at the Rocky Crossing
ford, well upstream of Barrington but nice and safe for us lot.
We fished up as far as possible. Eventually the rapids were too hard to pass so we retreated and
fished downstream until midday. The Barrington is a very pretty river, but only two Bass were landed
from memory, tough fishing. One thing we did note though was the coldish water.
Gordon was flying out of Williamtown late Monday, so a quick trip down mid afternoon had him on his
way. On my return a surprise was in store.
To make Monday night on the Barrington a bit more memorable Chris our chef extraordinare decided to
cook a leg of lamb. A two kilo leg mind you complete with baked potatoes, sweet potato and pumpkin
all cooked in two disposable aluminium roasting containers. It took around 2-3 hours, but was well
worth the wait. Absolutely fantastic, chased down with numerous glasses of red and finished with
steaming hot tea, coffee, pieces of dark chocolate and a delightful local port from Stroud complements
of Chris. Beat that guys!

WRAPPING ROAST

STARTING FIRE

KEEP FANNING MILTON

ROAST DINNER

Tuesday we fished the Barrington from camp down to Relfs road arriving there
slightly wet mid afternoon. The rapids were safe, but some of us did a little
sub surface paddling. A great trip …. pretty as, but alas, not many bass. I
managed to bag one. From memory so did Al and Garnet, can’t remember
about Chris.
CHEERS CHRIS, GREAT
ROAST THANKS
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THE BARRINGTON
OUR KITCHEN AT POLEYS

BARRINGTON RAPID

AL’S BARRINGTON BASS

BIG DROPOFF

TAKEOUT POINT RELF’S RD

At this point it was obvious that no matter how hard we tried the results were going to be ordinary.
Maybe the Bass are a bit scarce up here and the water a bit cold. Because of this we decided to break
camp on Wednesday morning and head for Clarence Town.
Set up at Clarence Town, then headed off for a drive to check out the upper Williams river and
Chichester dam. Nice up there, very pretty country, shame they are going to change a lot of things
when building Tillegra dam. We finished off with cake & coffee in Dungog, then had a fish around the
island downstream of camp late in the day.

CHICHESTER DAM
FULL UP, GREAT TO SEE

BELOW THE WALL

Thursday we headed up to fish the Karuah. Launched beside the low level bridge at Stroud Road and
fished down to the high level bridge. It was an enjoyable trip one that we have paddled on many
occasions. The reach includes Mammy Johnson’s Creek. This always looks good and is worth
spending an hour or so before our normal lunch break beside the adjoining pool, although this time the
water looked quite polluted, although Mr Consistency, Alan managed two.
Friday morning we fished a small section of the Williams then rested in preparation for a big Basscatch
day on Saturday. Sunday we had a day off. After all the paddling and activities of the previous week
we were stuffed. We treated ourselves to dinner on Sunday evening. It was about time someone else
cooked. Huge lamb shanks and a fisherman’s basket at the Clarence Town Bowling Club washed
down with a bottle of red topped off a great week.
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The weather was fantastic with
great sunny days and cool nights.
The fishing was ordinary, but you
can’t have everything I guess. We
fished lots of new spots and saw
some very pretty places. No
complaints really.
As it turned out there was lots of
Bassin’, quite a bit of drinkin’ &
heaps of paddlin’, in fact more than 40 k’s worth. I went to the Manning with a sore back and came
home cured. Must have been all that paddlin’.
Thanks all for the company, memories and laughs. Just might have to think about signing on again next
year.
Milton
Very nice, Milton!! Very timely piece in the leadup to the same 9 or 10 days next November! And not that long to go. I’m
so overdue for a trip away and I’ve never bassed the Manning R! So tempting!

PICNIC & FAMILY DAY 18/7/09
This year, the weather gods smiled on us & granted us a bright, warm day. The usual suspects
gathered; some with their better halves and there were even a couple of future bass fishos toddling
around. We met, we ate, we drank, we enjoyed the sun, we chatted, we cast at targets, and we played
with Dave & Sue’s dog. Alan Izzard took out the casting comp. Great to see Trish & Barry Cole!
A few pix –
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NEWS
Upcoming events –
•
•
•

•

August General Meeting next Tuesday, 11 August.
Saltwater event September 27th
Parramatta River “Basscatch” October 10th. As you may know, DPI would like us to do a
basscatch on the Parra R to serve as a baseline before the fishways are completed. Its going to
be a day of 10,000 casts, but will be interesting nonetheless. We need to have some volunteers
for this  anyone who is interested, please discuss at the GM next week or talk to Fowkesy.
Planning has already started for the banner away events next bass season! Like the Manning R
& Williams R BassCatch week last year, a group is planning to fish the Knorrits Flat club event
on the Manning, followed by a few days on the Macleay R, before attending the HNF
BassCatch on the Williams. It’s a great sounding trip this year, with some 6 or so members
already decided to take over a week off in November to do some serious bassin’ ! If anyone
else is interested, please contact Dave Claydon to learn more.
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•

•
•

The Editor is also semi-planning a trip to the magical Macleay in the next season. Its my
‘sacred site’ as far as bassin’ is concerned and I’m well overdue for a return. If I don’t make
the Knorrits/Macleay/Williams trip in November, I’ll go later in the season (Dec – Feb). It’ll
be nice to share the trip with others, so if anyone is interested, please talk to Tham anytime.
Less than a month to go before the bass “closed season” is finished !! I’m counting the days!
I have re-organised my tackle boxes, rod rack and new gear several times already.
I haven’t lurecasted for over 2 months, but have been enjoying some blackfishing with Ashley
and once with the Sweepmeister, Chris G. Ashley has taken to it, popping his blackfish cherry
on his first blackfish outing, using a borrowed rod. I had bought a new blackfish rod so I was
able to lend my old one to Ashley for his first trip. He’s bought himself a blackfish rod since
and is getting more into that black art. He even wanders the shoreline of the Parramatta R
looking at sources of weed now!! I may have created (another) monster! I think the numerous
bustoffs he’s been experiencing has got his competitive juices boiling! My results haven’t set
the world on fire, but have not been skunked until last Saturday, when I went for a fruitless
“exploration” for other blackfish spots. I can’t resist displaying Chris G’s monster catch, but
maybe he was just in a time warp –

Thanks for the pix Ashley!

•

•

Grose R lantana removal – this has been on the last Sunday of each month. The last one, at the
end of July was cancelled, but Fowkesy and Jules were the sole Bass Sydney representatives at
the day in June. He has already reported on that day. Let’s ensure a decent roll up at the next
one! This is one of the less pleasant, but soul-satisfying part of being a Bass Sydney member
where we actually do something to benefit the environment for our native fish.
Torn Blue Fringe report – this is the report by the NSW National Parks Association which
urges the NSW government to greatly expand Marine Sanctuary Zones and other restrictions
along the whole length of the NSW coast. In spite of what they say, it’s a thinly veiled attack
on the rights of anglers and other water users by what is an anti-fishing lobby group. Its
happening already – the NPA is very successful at locking out many National Parks to anglers,
4WD groups, horseriders and anyone who is not a bushwalker it seems. Locking out by stealth
unfortunately is not entirely the NPA’s doing as this non-government organisation must have
support within the NSW government and the National Parks service to be able to achieve their
aims of denying access to anglers, etc. As individuals or as a club, we must continue to be
vigilant about these sort of events and groups like the NPA. Its my job to write a Bass Sydney
response to the NSW Environment Minister, Carmel Tebbutt, but have not been able to pen a
single word yet! My apologies, but its not easy. I welcome any suggestions anyone may
have. I urge all members to at least be au fait with the gist of the report and also its rebuttal,
sponsored by RecFish.
HS Tham

Next Meeting is on
Tuesday 11th August
PO Box 136 NORTHMEAD NSW 2152
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Thanks to our great sponsors:

Great Aussie-made bass catchin’ lures:
www.ausspinlures.com
Need a Sydney tackle store ?

www.absolutelyhooked.com.au

Fly fishing gear & accessories:

Derek McKenzie Fly Fishing Outfitters
www.derekmckenzie.com.au
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